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Errata
Correction to Frequently Asked Questions
The following answers are corrected versions of the 
answers to the corresponding questions found in the 
Frequently Asked Questions section provided at the end of 
the rulebook.

Q: If a location card tells an investigator that he may 
move to another location and have an encounter there, 
what happens if the location has any monsters, clue 
tokens, and/or a gate on it?
A: Ignore all monsters and clue tokens at the new loca-
tion. Monsters on the board are only dealt with during the 
Movement Phase. The investigator has a normal Arkham 
Encounters Phase at the new location, following either 
the “Gate” or “No Gate” instructions on pages 8-9 of the 
rulebook.

Q: Exactly where, when, and what can investigators 
trade? 
A: Investigators may trade any time during the Movement 
Phase that they are in the same location, street area, or 
Other World area except during combat. They may trade 
before, during or after movement, which means trading 
does not end a move. Investigators who are delayed or 
who have lost their turn may still trade with other inves-
tigators in the same location, street area, or Other World 
area during the Movement Phase. They may also trade at 
any point during the Investigators Refresh step of battling 
the Ancient One.

They may trade Common Items, Unique Items, Spells, 
the Patrol Wagon, the Deputy’s Revolver, Exhibit Items 
[CotDP], Rail Passes [DH], and Money. They cannot 

trade Clue tokens, Allies, Skills, Retainers, Deputy of 
Arkham, Loans, a Blessing, a Curse, an Injury [DH], a 
Madness [DH], The White Ship [KH], The Great Seal 
[KH], Monster trophies, Gate trophies or any other card 
not specifically stated as tradable.

Rule Changes and Clarifications
Combining Multiple Expansions
If using more than one expansion board at once (both 
Dunwich and Innsmouth, for example), place both boards 
above the Arkham board during setup, arranging them 
so that their Other Worlds sections (or Deep Ones Rising 
track) line up along a single edge. It does not matter which 
board is closest to the Arkham board or the order of subse-
quent boards.

The rules are unchanged when using more than one 
expansion city, except that the number of players should 
be counted as being one less for each expansion board 
in play beyond the first. So, if six players are playing a 
game using both Dunwich and Innsmouth (for a total of 
two expansion cities), they are counted as having one less 
player, for a total of five players. This modified number 
of players is used only for determining the monster limit, 
the maximum number of monsters that may be in the 
Outskirts, the maximum number of gates that can be open 
at once, and the number of monsters that are drawn and 
placed when a gate opens. It reduces the level of difficulty 
for the players since they have so much more ground to 
cover. However, it does not apply to various card effects 
(such as Rumor mythos cards), to the number of successes 
needed to remove a doom token in the Final Battle, nor to 
the number of gate trophies the investigators must have 
for a victory by closing all the gates on the board.

This handicap cannot drop the modified number of players 
below one, and it is recommended that players play with 
more investigators if it would do so.

Finally, if specifically using both Dunwich and Innsmouth 
together, increase the number of gates that must be open at 
the same time to awaken the Ancient One by one.

No special rules are required to use the smaller expansions 
(e.g., Curse of the Dark Pharaoh or The King in Yellow) 
in conjunction with the expansion cities.

Frequently Asked Questions

Investigator Abilities
Q: Can George Barnaby’s Knowledge is Power ability be 
used with the Shotgun (Common Item) [AH], to make a 
die roll of 5 count as two successes?
A: No, only natural 6s count. 
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Q: Does Finn Edwards start the game with only $8 or 
does he gain an additional $10 due to his Bank Loan?
A: He starts the game with only $8  He gains no extra 
money for starting with a Bank Loan.

Q: When Finn Edwards uses his Slippery ability, does he 
move before, after, or at the same time as monsters?
A: When using his Slippery ability Finn moves after all 
other monster movement.

Q: When Finn Edwards uses an item (for example a 
Common Item, Unique Item, Exhibit Item [CotDP], or 
Spell) that requires the card be discarded in order to use 
it, does his Holdout ability allow him to use the card with-
out discarding it?
A: Using an item that states it must be discarded in order 
to use it is considered a cost and the card must be discard-
ed. It is unaffected by his Holdout ability. (Note that this 
applies to Spells that require an investigator to “cast and 
discard” in order to use them.)

Q: Can Finn Edwards default on his Bank Loan while he 
still has cash and not have to discard items?
A: He can default without penalty. 

Q: What happens if Finn Edwards acquires a Back Injury 
(Injury card) [DH]?
A: He is immune to discarding but must not pick up addi-
tional cards over the limit.

Q: Does Finn Edwards's Holdout Ability protect his items 
from Ithaqua’s (Ancient One) [AH] Start of Battle ability 
and Cthugha’s (Ancient One) Attack?
A: Yes.

Q: Can Patrice Hathaway’s Ominous Dreams ability be 
used multiple times if the doom track drops below nine 
and hits nine again? 
A: It only happens once per game. 

Q: If Ursula Downs begins on an unstable location, can 
she take the Clue that is there? Can she start at Y’ha-
nthlei, or any of the locations in the Kingsport Head [KH] 
since she isn’t actually moving there?
A: Yes she collects the Clue token. No, she cannot start in 
Y’ha-nthlei or any of the Kingsport Head locations.

Q: If, after closing or sealing a gate, Norman Withers uses 
his In the Stars ability to change the gate’s dimensional 
symbol for the purposes of removing monsters, is the sym-
bol he changed it to also used for removing Corruption 
Cards [BGotW]?
A: Yes.

Q: Since gates can only be sealed at unstable locations, 
does Akachi’s Secret Rites ability allow her to seal gates 
in streets and stable locations?
A: No, she may only seal gates in unstable locations.

Personal Stories
Q: What happens when, after a player’s investigator 
retires [DH] or is devoured, the player’s new investigator 
has a Personal Story card for which the Pass or Fail con-
dition has already been met?
A: The Personal Story immediately passes or fails, appro-
priate to the condition that has already been met. If both 
conditions have been met, the player chooses either the 
Pass or Fail Effect and triggers it.

Q: What happens if the Pass and Fail conditions of a 
Personal Story card are triggered simultaneously?
A: The player chooses either the pass or the fail condition 
and triggers it. 

Q: Does Silas Marsh’s “I Won't Give In” allow him to 
take the gate trophy for the gate sealed and hand it on 
to the next investigator (who replaces him when he is 
devoured)?
A: Yes.

Q: Does Sister Mary’s “Fear No Evil” mean that only 
she can re-roll a die she rolled or that she can allow any 
player to re-roll an upkeep die roll?
A: She may allow any player to re-roll an upkeep die roll. 

Q: Does Skids O’Toole’s “Seeking Answers” Pass condi-
tion mean that he puts a Clue token on this card for every 
Clue token he gains, or that he puts a Clue token on this 
card every time he gains one or more Clue tokens? 
A: He puts a Clue token on “Seeking Answers” for each 
Clue token he gains. 

Q: When Leo Anderson’s [DH] “Get to Work” is in play, 
do exhausted Allies still give their bonuses?
A: Yes.

Q: If Wendy Adams [KH] uses her Elder Sign (Unique 
Item) to place the third seal on the board, does she pass or 
fail her Personal Story?
A: She may choose to either pass or fail, although players 
will probably prefer that she passes.

Q: Several personal Story Cards require an investigator to 
place a Clue token on the card each time the investigator 
draws a certain kind of item. Is a Clue token placed on the 
card in cases where the card type is drawn but not taken? 
For example, if Amanda Sharpe is using the Curiositie 
Shoppe’s special ability, she draws three Unique Items 
and then purchases one. For this does she gain three Clue 
tokens or just one?
A: It would count as only one. The intention of these 
Personal Story cards is that a Clue token is placed on the 
card each time an investigator draws and keeps a card of 
the appropriate type.

Q: Several personal Story Cards require an investigator to 
place a Clue token on the card each time the investigator 
draws a certain kind of item. Is a Clue token placed on the 
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card in cases where the investigator is given an item of the 
appropriate type by another investigator?
A: No.

Q: Since Chaugnar-Faugn cannot have more than three 
doom tokens removed from his doom track during a 
single round of combat, is three the maximum number of 
doom tokens that can be removed from the doom track by 
Norman Withers’ “The Path is Lit”? If Lily Chen’s “This 
is It” is also in play, are the combined effects of the two 
Personal Story cards limited to three doom tokens being 
removed from the doom track?
A: The rule that no more than three doom tokens can be 
removed from Chaugnar-Faugn’s doom track does not 
apply to either of these Personal Story cards. In both cases 
the Personal Story card is resolved to its full effect if it is 
in play.

Locations
Q: Can Falcon Point’s Boat Charter special ability be 
used multiple times by the same investigator during the 
same Movement Phase to move multiple investigators?
A: No. An investigator may only use the Boat Charter 
special ability once per Movement Phase.

Q: Can Falcon Point’s Boat Charter special ability be 
used multiple times in a row to “chain” together move-
ment of investigators? In other words, can Player 1 move 
Player 2 and then Player 2 move Player 3? Or is Player 
2’s Movement Phase over because he “may not move any 
further?”
A: Once a player has been moved using the Boat Charter 
special ability, his movement is over, so he can’t use the 
ability.

Q: Which locations in Innsmouth are unaffected by 
Tsathoggua’s (Ancient One) [DH] Malaise power?
A: It does not affect the special abilities of Devil Reef, 
Innsmouth Jail, and Y’ha-nthlei. It also does not affect the 
special ability of the street area Sawbone Alley.

Q: If Tsathoggua [DH] is the Ancient One, are you able to 
use the Falcon Point movement ability?
A: No, you cannot.

Q: Can an investigator who is returning to Arkham after 
being Lost in Time and Space move to Devil Reef?
A: No, but as he is returning during the Upkeep Phase, 
he may return to Falcon Point and potentially move to 
Devil Reef during the Movement Phase of the same turn 
by using Falcon Point’s Boat Charter ability, Silas Marshs’ 
“Able Seaman” ability, or any other game effect that 
would allow movement to Devil Reef from Falcon Point.

Q: Can Silas Marsh use his “Able Seaman” ability to 
move to Devil Reef from any aquatic location?
A: Yes.

Q: Can the Patrol Wagon [AH] be used to move to Devil 
Reef or Y’ha-nthlei?
A: No. Note that the Patrol Wagon replaces an investiga-
tor’s movement entirely, so he could not, for instance, use 
the Patrol Wagon to move to Falcon Point and then use its 
movement ability to move to Devil Reef.

Q: Can the Patrol Wagon [AH] be used when an investi-
gator begins his Movement Phase in Devil Reef or Y’ha-
nthlei?
A: No. If an investigator begins his Movement Phase in 
any of those locations, he cannot use the Patrol Wagon 
this turn.

Q: Can an investigator use the Mi-Go Brain Case (Unique 
Item) [DH] to switch place with another investigator or a 
monster who is in Devil Reef or Y’ha-nthlei?
A: Yes.

Q: Can an investigator who is in Devil Reef or Y’ha-nthlei 
use the Mi-Go Brain Case (Unique Item) [DH] to switch 
place with another investigator or a monster in Arkham?
A: Yes.

Other World Encounters
Q: How does Gloria’s “Psychic Sensitivity” ability work 
with the Other World cards in Innsmouth?
A: Whenever Gloria resolves an Other World card that 
instructs her to “Discard this card and draw again,” she 
discards the card and draws two Other World cards that 
match the color of one of the encounter symbols on the 
Other World she is in. She then chooses whichever one of 
the two she wants.
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Mythos Cards
Q: When you draw the Strange Sightings Mythos card, do 
you roll randomly to find out which is the primary surging 
gate?
A: It is the first player’s choice. 

Q: When resolving the Strange Sightings Mythos card, 
does the monster surge happen during the Open Gate and 
Spawn Monster step or during the Activate Mythos Ability 
step?
A: During the Open Gate and Spawn Monster step.  

Q: If the The Veil is Weak Mythos card is in effect and six 
seals are on the board when the Ancient One awakes, do 
investigators still have to conduct final combat, or do they 
win because Environment cards are discarded once the 
Ancient One awakens?
A: The investigators win before the final combat begins.  

Gate Bursts
Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at Kate Winthrop’s [AH] loca-
tion, what happens? Does she prevent a Gate Burst from 
removing a seal?
A: The Gate Burst is completely prevented. The seal 
remains.

Q: If a Gate Burst is prevented for whatever reason, do 
flying monsters still move? If Atlach-Nacha [KH] is the 
Ancient One, does every Mythos Card with a gate cause 
the flying monsters to move?
A: Yes to both.

Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at a location which already has 
an open gate is there a monster surge?
A: Yes.

Monster Abilities
Q: When monsters that move to the “closest investigator” 
are on Devil Reef or Y’ha-Nthlei with no investigators in 
either location, how do they move?
A: They move to the investigator with the lowest Sneak 
value in Innsmouth. If there are no investigators in 
Innsmouth, they move to the investigator with the lowest 
Sneak value on any board. First player chooses if tied. 

Vortices
Q: Do flying monsters ever go into vortices?
A: In rare situations, yes. As a result of casting the 
Implant Suggestion spell [KH] for example.

Getting Arrested in Innsmouth
Q: You cannot avoid being delayed when getting arrested 
in Innsmouth. Does this mean you cannot avoid getting 
arrested as well?
A: No. If an investigator is prevented from being arrested, 
he is not delayed. 

Martial Law
Q: At the end of your Movement Phase, do you fight mon-
sters before making the Evade check against Martial Law 
to see if you are arrested or after?
A: After the Evade check against Martial Law.

Q: When you exit a gate to the Marsh Refinery or the 
Esoteric Order of Dagon while Martial Law is in effect, 
do you need to roll an Evade check to prevent yourself 
from being arrested? 
A: Martial Law is overridden by an open gate at that loca-
tion.

Q: If Martial Law is declared and then the doom track is 
lowered to less than half, does Martial Law go away until 
the doom track is half full again?
A: No. Once at least half of the Ancient One’s doom track 
is full, martial law is declared in Innsmouth for the rest of 
the game.

Ancient Ones
Q: If Rhan-Tegoth is the Ancient One, what happens when 
an encounter instructs you to draw a monster trophy but 
you draw a Cultist? What happens if William Yorrick 
draws a Cultist as part of his starting equipment?
A: The Cultist token is placed on Rhan-Tegoth’s Ancient 
One sheet. The terror level then increases by 1, a doom 
token is added to the doom track, and a replacement 
monster is drawn. If this occurs during setup as a result 
of William Yorricks’s starting equipment, wait until all 
investigators have received all of their equipment before 
returning an Ally to the box due to the increase in the ter-
ror level.

Q: If Chaugnar Faugn is the Ancient One, does the pen-
alty for carrying or being in the same neighborhood as an 
Elder Sign stack? For example, if you have an Elder Sign 
and are in the same neighborhood as an Elder Sign, is it 
-2 penalty to Skill checks?
A: No, it does not stack.

Q: If Quachil Uttaus is the Ancient One, what happens if 
the first player’s investigator is devoured but not by the 
Dust deck? Does his replacement investigator become first 
player? Do the Dust decks reshuffle?
A: The current player’s investigator is devoured as normal 
and the first player token remains with that player after 
he has chosen a new investigator. The Dust decks are not 
reshuffled unless a Dust card instructs a player to reshuffle 
them.

Heralds
Q: What happens if Dagon is the Herald and the addi-
tional Mythos card drawn is a rumor?
A: Discard it and draw again until you draw a mythos 
card that isn’t a Rumor.
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